WHAT IS

DATA ANALYTICS?

LET’S GO BEYOND THE NUMBERS
They don’t mean a thing unless you
understand them. MB’s Data Analytical
team has ventured with Springbuk to
provide the best number-crunching process
available. With their Health Intelligence
Platform, together, we can view your
population’s risk, identify patterns to be
modified, and steer your benefits toward
a plan that provides the direction needed.
Reports identify results requiring a call
to action, and we will suggest a game
plan specific to curb that concern: how to
lower the diabetes claims, steps for fewer
musculoskeletal costs, or better mental
wellness overall. With Springbuk’s Timeline,
we track events, the claims during these
events, and prove the reliability of the
process. Numbers measure, but we can
explain and drive your workforce to the
levels you desire.

THE ROAD MAP
You plan a trip, you have your route mapped out, and you set off. Nevertheless, it never
seems to fail; along the journey, you run into mishaps. To get back on track, you analyze
the situation, measure the damage, and strategize for the new path going forward, all
in a timely manner. When forced off your aim by large claim numbers or higher risk
percentages, with Data Analytics, MB will gather all the numbers, triple check the
accuracy against national ratings, compare with industry averages, and fill the gaps with
a new path to reach your goal.

THE STARTING POINTS:
Demographics
• Total Health Plan Cost by Month
• Total Claims by Age Category
• Total Claims by Relationship
• Total Claims by Network/PPO Affiliation
• Total Claims by Inpatient Status
• Total Claims by Outpatient Status
• Place of Service
• High Cost Claimants
• Cost per Claimant
• Top Hospitals
•

Top Doctors and Clinics
• Inpatient Hospital Utilization
• Top Inpatient Surgery Procedures
• Top Outpatient Surgery Procedures
• Office Visit Utilization
• Inpatient Mental Health Utilization
• Outpatient Mental Health Utilization
• Claims by Major Diagnostic Categories
• Lifestyle-Related Claims
• Disease Management
•

ANTICIPATE OTHER ROADBLOCKS- PREDICTIVE MODELING
We want you to visualize the road ahead. Be prepared, try to avoid costly roadblocks, and
accurately budget for your trip. Predictive Modeling is the most accurate way of predicting
this cost. With the advent of complex modeling, we can also project your future cost based
on the existing physical state of your group and the severity of their conditions. Just how
many rest stops will you need? Predictive Modeling enables us to gauge the health of your
population relative to prior periods, to site trends, and measure the effectiveness of plan
design or wellness programs.
Informed decision-making plays a critical role in your strategic planning.
Data analytics brings confidence to those decisions.
Contact your Account Team to see how MB Data Analytics with Springbuk
can keep you on track.
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